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Description 

The  present  invention  relates  to  an  optical  sig- 
nal  processing  device.  It  finds  particular  application 
in  optical  logic  and  communications  systems,  for 
instance  as  an  optical  signal  limiter,  or  as  a  noise 
filter. 

It  is  sometimes  useful  in  optical  logic  or  com- 
munications  systems  that  the  intensity  of  an  optical 
signal  is  limited  to  a  maximum  value  which  is  at 
least  substantially  constant.  Such  a  limited  signal 
could  for  instance  be  used  as  a  bias  signal,  to 
ensure  reproducable  peak  laser  power  in  pulsed 
laser  system,  to  control  pulse  shapes,  as  a  digital 
input  signal  which  avoids  saturating  a  photodetec- 
tor,  or  to  equalise  signal  amplitudes  in  a  multiplex 
system.  Further,  a  device  which  limits  optical  signal 
intensities  can  operate  as  a  noise  filter  since  modu- 
lation  superimposed  on  an  optical  signal  can  be  cut 
out. 

It  is  known  to  use  semiconductor  optical  de- 
vices  in  optical  logic  and  signal  processing.  They 
are  advantageous  in  that  they  can  be  designed  to 
operate  at  the  order  of  low  power  levels,  for  in- 
stance  at  about  the  10  mW  which  might  be  avail- 
able  in  optical  logic  and  signal  processing.  They 
physically  take  up  little  space,  operate  at 
wavelengths  compatible  with  those  common  in  op- 
tical  logic  and  communications,  and  potentially  can 
be  monolithically  integrated  with  other  optical  com- 
ponents. 

A  factor  in  the  choice  of  materials  for  optical 
devices  is  the  fact  that  silica  optical  fibres,  which 
are  the  basis  of  present  optical  communications 
systems  have  loss  minima  at  0.9  urn,  1.3  urn  and 
1.55  urn  approximately.  Accordingly  there  is  an 
especial  need  for  devices  which  show  favourable 
characteristics  when  operated  using  optical  radi- 
ation  in  the  wavelength  range  from  0.8  to  1.65  urn, 
and  especially  in  the  ranges  from  0.8  to  1.0  urn 
and  from  1.3  urn  to  1.65  urn.  (These  wavelengths, 
like  all  the  wavelengths  herein  except  where  the 
context  indicates  otherwise,  are  in  vacuo 
wavelengths).  Materials  which  have  been  found 
suitable  for  the  manufacture  of  devices  which  show 
such  favourable  characteristics  comprise  the  lll-V 
semiconductor  materials,  including  gallium  ar- 
senide,  indium  gallium  arsenide,  gallium  alluminium 
arsenide,  indium  phosphide  and  the  quaternary 
materials,  indium  gallium  arsenide  phosphides  (lnx 
Ga^x  Asy  Pi-y).  With  regard  to  the  quaternary 
materials,  by  suitable  choices  of  x  and  y  it  is 
possible  to  lattice-match  regions  of  different  ones 
of  these  materials  to  neighbouring  lll-V  materials  in 
a  device  while  being  able  to  select  the  associated 
band  gap  equivalent  wavelength. 

A  known  device  for  use  in  conjunction  with  a 
laser  to  shape  pulses  is  a  non-linear  Fabry-Perot 

(FP)  etalon.  A  FP  etalon  is  a  simple  optical  cavity 
which  can  be  fabricated  from  semiconductor  ma- 
terials,  having  planar  reflecting  endfaces  of  about 
30%  reflectivity,  and  (optionally)  waveguiding  prop- 

5  erties.  Limiting  action  is  achieved  by  turning  the 
peak  output  of  the  etalon  at  low  signal  input  to  the 
source  laser  frequency:  as  the  input  intensity  rises, 
the  etalon  detunes,  keeping  the  transmitted  power 
approximately  constant. 

io  Alternatively,  passing  a  signal  through  a  non- 
linear  medium  can  be  used  to  limit  the  signal.  It  is 
known  to  use  a  device  wherein  the  far  field  of  the 
output  signal  spreads  at  increasing  input  powers. 
By  using  an  aperture  stop,  the  increasing  input 

75  powers  can  be  at  least  approximately  balanced  out. 
Another  device  suggested  but  not  demonstrat- 

ed  for  use  as  an  optical  signal  limiter  is  a  multiple 
quantum  well  guided  wave  structure,  also  fabri- 
cated  from  semiconductor  materials.  Such  a  device 

20  is  discussed  in  "Nonlinear  Guided  Wave  Applica- 
tions",  Optical  Engineering  24  (4)  1985,  by  CT 
Seaton,  Xu  Mai,  Gl  Stegeman  and  H  G  Winful. 
Optical  limiting  action  is  obtained  because  either 
one  or  both  of  the  bounding  media  are  character- 

25  ized  by  a  self-defocusing  nonlinearity. 
However,  known  devices  tend  to  suffer  from 

one  or  more  disadvantages.  For  instance,  they 
might  only  operate  at  an  input  signal  intensity 
higher  than  those  suitable  for  optical  logic  or  com- 

30  munications  systems.  Another  disadvantage,  for  in- 
stance  of  etalons,  can  be  that  the  output  signal  is 
multistable  and  tends  to  show  oscillation  as  a  con- 
sequence.  In  the  case  of  a  multiple  quantum  well 
device,  it  is  likely  that  even  if  demonstrated,  the 

35  devices  would  be  difficult  to  manufacture,  having 
for  instance  low  layer  thickness  tolerances. 

A  semiconductor  laser  is  known  for  use  as  a 
source  of  optical  radiation,  or  as  an  amplifier.  A 
laser  is  commonly  based  on  a  wafer  grown  from 

40  the  lll-V  semiconductor  materials  mentioned  above. 
The  layers  of  the  wafer  are  selectively  doped  to 
provide  a  p-n  junction,  in  the  vicinity  of  which  lies 
an  active  region.  Photons  can  be  generated  in  the 
active  region  by  radiative  recombination  of  elec- 

45  tron-hole  (carrier)  pairs  under  a  driving  current  ap- 
plied  across  the  junction.  The  distribution  of  refrac- 
tive  index  in  the  laser  is  such  as  to  provide  a 
waveguiding  region  along  which  the  photons  gen- 
erated  are  guided.  Feedback  is  provided  to  the 

50  waveguiding  region,  for  instance  by  reflective  end 
facets  of  the  laser  (a  Fabry-Perot  laser).  In  alter- 
native  versions,  feedback  may  be  provided  in  a 
"distributed"  fashion  (a  DFB  laser),  for  instance  by 
means  of  corrugations  in  an  interface  which  lies 

55  near  the  active  region,  or  by  a  grating  external  to 
the  laser  active/waveguiding  regions. 

If  optical  radiation  is  input  to  the  active  region 
of  a  laser  and  a  driving  current  applied,  amplifica- 
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tion  of  the  radiation  occurs  even  when  the  driving 
current  is  below  the  threshold  current  necessary  for 
lasing  action  to  occur.  The  relationship  between 
input  and  output  radiation  intensity  is  non-linear 
and  can  show  bistability,  the  output  intensity 
switching  rapidly  to  a  new  value  as  the  input  inten- 
sity  reaches  a  relevant  switching  level. 

A  feature  of  a  DFB  laser  is  that  the  input  signal 
will  be  reflected  to  an  extent  dependent  on  its 
wavelength.  Any  passive  corrugated  waveguide  will 
act  as  a  band  reflection  filter,  for  optical  radiation  of 
wavelength  X  in  free  space;  whose  period  0  is 
close  to  the  back  scattering  Bragg  condition 

-Cl   =  px 

2n 

where  p  is  an  integer  and  r\  is  the  effective  refrac- 
tive  index  of  the  material  of  the  waveguide.  This 
feature  creates  a  series  of  stop  bands  within  which 
optical  radiation  is  substantially  reflected  rather 
than  transmitted.  In  a  DFB  active  device,  the  re- 
flected  spectral  response  is  more  complicated, 
showing  a  strong  peak  to  either  side  of  each  stop 
band,  caused  by  the  device  gain.  (In  the  present 
specification,  references  to  a  stop  band  will  be  to 
the  stop  band  relevant  at  very  low  input  signal 
intensities.) 

The  optical  radiation  can  be  input  to  a  first  end 
of  the  active  region  of  a  laser  amplifier  and  the 
output  taken  from  a  second  end  of  the  active 
region,  ie  the  laser  amplifier  can  be  operated  in 
transmission.  Alternatively,  the  output  can  be  taken 
from  the  first  end  also,  ie  the  laser  amplifier  can  be 
operated  in  reflection. 

The  relationship  between  input  and  output  radi- 
ation  intensity  is  complicated.  For  instance,  the 
input  radiation  undergoing  amplification  reduces 
the  free  carrier  concentration  and  hence  the  gain  of 
the  laser.  The  refractive  index  varies  with  gain,  and 
the  degree  of  amplification  of  the  input  radiation  is 
dependent  on  the  relationship  between  the  input 
wavelength  and  the  refractive  index.  Additionally, 
temperature  will  affect  the  refractive  index  and  both 
the  laser  drive  conditions  and  the  input  radiation 
affect  the  temperature.  Hence,  overall,  the  inter- 
action  of  gain,  refractive  index,  driving  current  and 
input  radiation  is  difficult  to  specify  for  a  particular 
laser. 

A  tunable  semiconductor  laser  device  is  de- 
scribed  in  European  patent  application  number 
169567,  in  the  name  NEC  Corporation.  In  this  de- 
vice,  a  laser  region  is  coupled  to  a  phase  tuning 
region  with  a  reflective  end  facet.  Tuning  is 
achieved  by  variation  of  drive  current  to  the  phase 
tuning  region. 

It  has  now  been  found  that  a  DFB  laser  used 
as  an  amplifier  can  show  an  optical  limiting  char- 
acteristic. 

It  is  the  object  of  the  present  invention  to  use 
5  an  optical  signal  processing  device  as  an  optical 

limiter  in  optical  logic  or  communications  systems. 
According  to  a  first  aspect  of  the  present  in- 

vention  there  is  provided  a  method  of  limiting  the 
intensity  of  an  optical  signal  which  comprises  the 

io  steps  of: 
i)  inputting  the  signal  to  an  input/output  port  of  a 
semiconductor  DFB  laser  amplifier  operated  in 
reflection,  the  wavelength  of  said  input  signal 
being  detuned  from  a  wavelength  at  which  the 

is  amplifier  shows  a  peak  in  the  amplitude  of  its 
output  signal,  so  as  to  lie  to  the  short 
wavelength  side  of  the  wavelength  range  cor- 
responding  to  the  stop  band  relevant  at  very  low 
input  intensity  for  said  amplifier; 

20  ii)  supplying  a  drive  current  to  said  amplifier 
which  is  below  a  threshold  current  at  which  the 
amplifier  would  lase  during  input  of  said  optical 
signal;  and 
iii)  outputting  an  output  signal  at  said  in- 

25  put/output  port; 
wherein  said  input  signal  reaches,  for  at  least  part 
of  the  time,  an  intensity  which  is  greater  than  a 
threshold  intensity  above  which  the  intensity  of  said 
output  signal  is  independent  or  substantially  in- 

30  dependent  of  the  intensity  of  the  input  signal. 
Preferably  where  the  input  signal  is  a  binary 

digital  signal,  its  intensity  for  a  "1  "  value  is  always 
greater  than  that  threshold  value. 

Optical  devices  used  according  to  the  present 
35  invention  have  the  advantage  that  the  relationship 

between  input  and  output  signal  intensities  can 
show  an  extensive  region  within  which  the  output 
signal  intensity  is  substantially  independent  of  input 
signal  intensity. 

40  Further,  because  the  amplifier  is  operated  in 
reflection,  the  devices  can  offer  the  ability  to  use 
samples  of  higher  linear  absorption. 

Because  the  devices  are  active  rather  than 
passive,  there  is  also  considerable  control  available 

45  over  the  operating  parameters  used. 
The  input/output  signal  intensity  relationship  of 

an  amplifier  used  according  to  the  present  inven- 
tion  can  be  used  to  limit  noise  in  an  optical  signal 
since  intensity  variations  of  the  input  signal  will  not 

50  be  reproduced.  Where  the  signal  is  a  binary  digital 
signal,  noise  can  be  limited  not  only  on  "1  "  values 
of  the  signal,  where  the  signal  intensity  lies  above 
the  threshold  value,  but  also  on  "0"  values.  This  is 
because  if  the  Gaussian  spread  of  the  signal  inten- 

55  sity,  associated  with  noise  at  the  "1  "  value,  is 
reduced,  then  the  decision  level  selected  to  dif- 
ferentiate  between  a  "1  "  and  a  "0"  value  can  be 
raised,  so  reducing  the  effect  of  noise  on  a  "0" 
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value  at  the  decision  level  concerned. 
According  to  a  second  aspect  of  the  present 

invention,  there  is  provided  the  use  of  a  distributed 
feedback,  semiconductor  optical  signal  amplifier  as 
an  optical  signal  intensity  limiting  device  in  opto 
electronic  communications  equipment,  said  ampli- 
fier  having  an  optical  signal  input/output  port  at  an 
end  thereof  so  as  to  be  operated  in  reflection,  and 
having  means  for  supplying  drive  current  at  a  level 
below  the  lasing  threshold  of  the  amplifier  in  use, 
the  wavelength  of  an  optical  input  signal  whose 
intensity  is  to  be  limited  being  detuned  from  a 
wavelength  at  which  the  amplifier  shows  a  peak  in 
the  amplitude  of  its  output  signal,  so  as  to  lie  to  the 
short  wavelength  side  of  a  wavelength  range  cor- 
responding  to  a  stop  band  for  said  amplifier,  and 
the  intensity  of  said  input  signal  exceeding  a 
threshold  intensity  above  which  said  intensity  limit- 
ing  occurs. 

An  optical  limiter  used  according  to  the  present 
invention  will  now  be  described,  by  way  of  example 
only,  with  reference  to  the  accompanying  figures  in 
which: 

Figure  1  shows  a  schematic  representation  of 
the  limiter  in  use; 
Figure  2  shows  in  graph  form  the  output  signal 
of  the  limiter  in  response  to  various  input  signals 
of  different  wavelengths;  and 
Figure  3  shows  the  response  of  the  limiter  to  a 
high  frequency  sinusoidal  input  signal. 

Referring  to  Figure  1,  the  limiter  comprises  a 
DFB  amplifier  1  used  in  reflection.  An  optical  input 
signal  is  provided  by  a  tunable  laser  diode  source 
2,  in  combination  with  an  attenuator  7. 

A  beam  splitter  3  mounted  between  the  source 
2  and  the  amplifier  1  deflects  a  portion  of  the 
optical  output  of  the  source  2  to  an  input  signal 
monitor  6,  and  a  portion  of  the  output  of  the  am- 
plifier  1  to  an  output  signal  monitor  5.  Interaction 
between  the  source  2  and  the  amplifier  1  is  pre- 
vented  by  an  isolator  8,  between  the  beam  splitter 
3  and  the  source  2,  and  the  attenuator  7  is  used  to 
modify  the  output  of  the  source  2  to  produce  a 
controllable  input  signal  to  the  amplifier  1. 

The  amplifier  1  is  a  DFB  ridge  waveguide 
laser,  300  urn  long,  with  a  coupling  coefficient 
times  length  of  2.4,  comprising  InP  with  an  In- 
GaAsP  active  layer.  Threshold  current  at  room  tem- 
perature  is  57  mA  and  the  emission  wavelength 
1525  nm.  The  diode  has  an  active  cross  section  of 
0.4  urn2. 

The  source  2  is  a  grating  -  tuned  external 
cavity  laser  which  provides  a  single-mode  signal. 
This  laser  is  an  anti-reflection  coated  ridge 
waveguide  laser,  tunable  in  the  range  from  1450  to 
1580  urn  inclusive,  again  comprising  InP  with  an 
InGaAsP  active  layer. 

The  isolator  8  is  provided  by  two  isolating 
devices,  giving  together  60  dB  isolation.  Maximum 
coupled  powers  from  the  source  2  to  the  amplifier 
1  of  a  few  hundred  M.W  can  be  obtained,  as  de- 

5  duced  from  the  resultant  photocurrent  induced  in 
the  amplifier  1.  The  beam  splitter  3  comprises  a 
simple  uncoated  glass  slide,  and  a  fast  PIN-preamp 
combination  (not  shown)  provides  temporal  resolu- 
tion  of  100  p  sees  to  allow  switching  speed  mea- 

io  surements  by  directly  modulating  the  tunable 
source  2. 

A  method  of  operating  the  switch  will  now  be 
described,  and  results  discussed. 

The  amplifier  1  is  driven  by  a  driving  current 
is  so  as  to  produce  a  material  gain  in  the  amplifier  1 

of  0.95  times  the  lasing  threshold  gain.  The  source 
2  is  then  driven  to  produce  a  series  of  input  signals 
for  the  amplifier  1  .  Each  input  signal  increases  then 
decreases  steadily  in  intensity,  starting  at  zero,  and 

20  is  detuned,  from  a  cavity  resonance  of  the  amplifier 
1  at  low  input  intensities,  by  a  characteristic 
amount.  All  the  input  signals  have  a  wavelength  to 
the  short  wavelength  side  of  the  stop  band  of  the 
amplifier  1  . 

25  Referring  to  Figure  2,  the  output  signal  inten- 
sity  l0  of  the  amplifier  1  tends  to  show  bistability  at 
low  values  of  input  signal  intensity  \,.  However,  as  li 
increases  beyond  those  low  values,  l0  becomes 
substantially  insensitive  to  \,.  (As  shown  on  Figure 

30  2,  both  signal  intensities  l0  and  lj  are  normalised 
using  a  scaling  intensity  ls.) 

The  amount  by  which  each  input  signal  is 
detuned,  from  an  output  peak  on  the  short 
wavelength  side  of  a  stop  band,  corresponds  to  a 

35  single-pass  (i.e.  non-reflected)  phase  change 
O.O677,  0.1  3t7,  0.1  9w,  0.26w  and  0.3277  respectively. 
It  can  be  seen  that  as  the  detuning  increases,  the 
threshold  intensity  value  of  lj  above  which  l0  is 
substantially  independent  also  increases.  However, 

40  at  most  the  normalised  threshold  intensity  value  is 
just  below  0.01  .  The  scaling  intensity  ls  has  a  value 
of  about  8  x  105  W/cm2,  which  over  the  active 
cross  section  of  the  amplifier  1  corresponds  to  a 
factor  8  x  109  x  0.4  x  10-12W,  or  3.2  x  10-3W. 

45  Thus  the  highest  normalised  value  of  lj  corre- 
sponds  to  an  absolute  value  of  about  30m.  W. 

The  results  described  above  are  relevant  to  an 
input  signal  whose  intensity  varies  relatively  slowly. 
It  is  important  to  avoid  operating  conditions 

50  whereunder  the  amplifier  1  shows  a  spiked,  reso- 
nant  response  as  might  occur  with  a  high  fre- 
quency  sinusoidal  input  signal.  Referring  to  Figure 
3,  if  the  input  signal  has  a  period  of  the  order  of 
the  carrier  recombination  time  (about  1.7  nsecs), 

55  such  a  spiked  response  9  is  predicted.  This  type  of 
response  is  understood  to  stem  from  changes  in 
the  material  refractive  index  of  the  amplifier  1  due 
to  changes  in  the  optical  input  intensity. 

4 
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To  investigate  the  presence  of  the  spiked  re- 
sponse,  the  output  of  the  amplifier  1  was  calculated 
for  four  different  input  signals,  an  effectively  steady 
state  signal  (Graph  (a)),  and  sinusoidal  signals 
whose  periods  corresponded  to  4,8  and  12  times 
the  carrier  recombination  time  respectively  (Graphs 
(b)  to  (d)  in  that  order).  In  the  case  of  each 
sinusoidal  signal,  the  spiked  response  9  could  be 
observed. 

To  avoid  the  spiked  response  9,  an  oscillating 
input  signal  whose  intensity  is  greater  than  a 
threshold  value  associated  with  a  spiked  response 
should  be  used.  In  the  case  of  a  binary  digital 
signal,  the  intensity  of  the  input  signal  in  the  case 
of  a  "1  "  value  should  be  so  selected.  In  embodi- 
ments  of  the  present  invention,  a  threshold  value  of 
less  than  100  uW,  and  even  of  less  than  40  uW, 
should  be  achievable. 

In  the  embodiment  of  the  present  invention 
described  above,  the  period  of  the  grating  selected 
for  distributed  feedback  was  second  order  with 
regard  to  the  wavelength  of  the  input  signal.  That 
is,  it  was  of  the  order  of  1/2  urn.  It  is  predicted  that 
a  lower  order  grating  would  produce  a  stronger 
coupling  coefficient  in  the  amplifier  and  so  reduce 
the  input  signal  intensities  at  which  the  device  can 
be  satisfactorily  operated. 

Claims 

1.  A  method  of  limiting  the  intensity  of  an  optical 
signal  which  comprises  the  steps  of: 

i)  inputting  the  signal  to  an  input/output  port 
of  a  semiconductor  DFB  laser  amplifier  op- 
erated  in  reflection,  the  wavelength  of  said 
input  signal  being  detuned  from  a 
wavelength  at  which  the  amplifier  shows  a 
peak  in  the  amplitude  of  its  output  signal,  so 
as  to  lie  to  the  short  wavelength  side  of  the 
wavelength  range  corresponding  to  the  stop 
band  relevant  at  very  low  input  intensity  for 
said  amplifier; 
ii)  supplying  a  drive  current  to  said  amplifier 
which  is  below  a  threshold  current  at  which 
the  amplifier  would  lase  during  input  of  said 
optical  signal;  and 
iii)  outputting  an  output  signal  at  said  in- 
put/output  port; 

wherein  said  intensity  limiting  occurs  when 
said  input  signal  reaches,  for  at  least  part  of 
the  time,  an  intensity  which  is  greater  than  a 
threshold  intensity  above  which  the  intensity  of 
said  output  signal  is  independent  or  substan- 
tially  independent  of  the  intensity  of  the  input 
signal. 

2.  A  method  according  to  claim  1  wherein  the 
input  signal  is  a  binary  digital  signal  whose 

intensity  for  a  "1  "  value  is  greater  than  the 
threshold  value. 

3.  A  method  according  to  either  one  of  claims  1 
5  or  2  wherein  the  threshold  value  is  less  than 

100m.  W. 

4.  A  method  according  to  claim  3  wherein  the 
threshold  value  is  less  than  40m.  W. 

10 
5.  A  method  according  to  any  one  of  the  preced- 

ing  claims  wherein  the  amplifier  is  provided 
with  a  grating,  for  distributed  feedback,  whose 
period  is  of  a  third  order  or  less  with  reference 

is  to  the  wavelength  of  the  input  signal. 

6.  A  method  of  filtering  noise  comprising  a  meth- 
od  according  to  any  one  of  claims  1  to  5. 

20  7.  The  use  of  a  distributed  feedback,  semicon- 
ductor  laser  amplifier  as  an  optical  signal  inten- 
sity  limiting  device  in  opto  electronic  commu- 
nications  equipment,  said  amplifier  having  an 
optical  signal  input/output  port  at  an  end  there- 

25  of  so  as  to  be  operated  in  reflection,  and 
having  means  for  supplying  drive  current  at  a 
level  below  the  lasing  threshold  of  the  amplifier 
in  use,  the  wavelength  of  an  optical  input  sig- 
nal  whose  intensity  is  to  be  limited  being  de- 

30  tuned  from  a  wavelength  at  which  the  amplifier 
shows  a  peak  in  the  amplitude  of  its  output 
signal,  so  as  to  lie  to  the  short  wavelength  side 
of  the  wavelength  range  corresponding  to  the 
stop  band  relevant  at  very  low  input  intensity 

35  for  said  amplifier,  said  intensity  limiting  oc- 
curing  when  the  intensity  of  said  input  signal 
exceeds  a  threshold  intensity  above  which  the 
intensity  of  said  output  signal  is  independent 
or  substantially  independent  of  the  intensity  of 

40  the  input  signal. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Verfahren  zum  Begrenzen  der  Intensitat  eines 
45  optischen  Signals,  das  die  Schritte  aufweist: 

i)  Eingeben  des  Signals  zu  einem  Eingabe- 
/AusgabeanschluB  eines  Halbleiter-DFB-La- 
serverstarkers,  der  im  Reflektionsbetrieb 
betrieben  ist,  wobei  die  Wellenlange  des 

50  Eingangsignals  von  einer  Wellenlange  ver- 
stimmt  ist,  bei  der  der  Verstarker  eine  Spit- 
ze  in  der  Amplitude  seines  Ausgangssignals 
zeigt,  urn  so  auf  der  Seite  der  kurzen  Wel- 
lenlange  des  Wellenlangenbereiches  zu  Me- 

ss  gen,  der  dem  Sperrbereich  entspricht,  der 
relevant  bei  sehr  niedriger  Eingangsintensi- 
tat  fur  diesen  Verstarker  ist; 

5 
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ii)  Liefern  eines  Treiberstromes  an  den  Ver- 
starker,  der  unter  einem  Schwellenstrom  ist, 
bei  dem  der  Verstarker  wahrend  einer  Ein- 
gabe  des  optischen  Signals  lasern  wurde; 
und 
iii)  Ausgeben  eines  Ausgangssignals  an 
dem  Eingabe-/Ausgabeanschlul3; 

wobei  ein  Intensitatsbegrenzen  auftritt,  wenn 
das  Eingangssignal  zumindest  wahrend  eines 
Teils  der  Zeit  eine  Intensitat  erreicht,  die  gro- 
wer  als  eine  Schwellenintensitat  ist,  uber  der 
die  Intensitat  des  Ausgangssignals  unabhangig 
oder  im  wesentlichen  unabhangig  von  der  In- 
tensitat  des  Eingangssignals  ist. 

2.  Verfahren  nach  Anspruch  1,  wobei  das  Ein- 
gangssignal  ein  binares  digitales  Signal  ist, 
dessen  Intensitat  fur  einen  "1  "-Wert  groBer  als 
der  Schwellenwert  ist. 

3.  Verfahren  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  2,  wobei  der 
Schwellenwert  kleiner  als  100  M.W  ist. 

4.  Verfahren  nach  Anspruch  3,  wobei  der  Schwel- 
lenwert  kleiner  als  40  M.W  ist. 

5.  Verfahren  nach  einem  der  vorhergehenden  An- 
spruche,  wobei  der  Verstarker  fur  eine  verteilte 
Ruckkopplung,  deren  Periode  von  dritter  Ord- 
nung  oder  niedriger  ist  unter  Bezug  auf  die 
Wellenlange  des  Eingangssignals,  mit  einem 
Gitter  versehen  ist. 

6.  Verfahren  zum  Filtern  von  Rauschen,  das  ein 
Verfahren  nach  einem  der  Anspruche  1  bis  5 
aufweist. 

7.  Anwendung  einer  verteilten  Ruckkopplung  ei- 
nes  Halbleiterlaserverstarkers  als  eine  optische 
Signalintensitats-Begrenzungseinrichtung  in 
optoelektronischer  Kommunikationsausrustun- 
gen,  wobei  der  Verstarker  einen  optischen  Si- 
gnaleingabe-/Ausgabeanschlul3  an  dessen  ei- 
nem  Ende  hat,  urn  so  in  einem  Reflektionsbe- 
trieb  betrieben  zu  werden,  und  eine  Einrich- 
tung  zum  Liefern  eines  Treiberstromes  auf  ei- 
nem  Niveau  aufweist,  das  unter  der  lasernden 
Schwelle  des  Verstarkers  in  Gebrauch  ist,  die 
Wellenlange  eines  optischen  Eingabesignals, 
dessen  Intensitat  begrenzt  werden  soil,  von 
einer  Wellenlange  verstimmt  ist,  bei  der  der 
Verstarker  eine  Spitze  in  der  Amplitude  seines 
Ausgangssignals  zeigt,  urn  so  an  der  Seite  mit 
der  kurzen  Wellenlange  des  Wellenlangenbe- 
reiches  zu  liegen,  der  dem  Sperrbereich  ent- 
spricht,  der  bei  einer  sehr  niedrigen  Eingangs- 
intensitat  fur  den  Verstarker  relevant  ist,  dal3 
Intensitatsbegrenzen  auftritt,  wenn  die  Intensi- 

tat  des  Eingangssignals  eine  Schwellenintensi- 
tat  ubersteigt,  uber  der  die  Intensitat  des  Aus- 
gangssignals  unabhangig  oder  im  wesentlichen 
unabhangig  von  der  Intensitat  des  Eingangssi- 

5  gnals  ist. 

Revendicatlons 

1.  Un  procede  de  limitation  de  I'intensite  d'un 
io  signal  optique  qui  comprend  les  etapes  consis- 

tant  a: 
i)  entrer  Ie  signal  dans  un  passage  d'en- 
tree/sortie  d'un  amplificateur  laser  a  retroac- 
tion  repartie,  ou  DFB,  a  semi-conducteur 

is  fonctionnant  en  reflexion,  la  longueur  d'onde 
dudit  signal  d'entree  etant  desaccordee,  par 
rapport  a  une  longueur  d'onde  a  laquelle 
I'amplificateur  montre  un  pic  dans  I'amplitu- 
de  de  son  signal  de  sortie,  de  fagon  a  etre 

20  situee  sur  Ie  cote  des  longueurs  d'ondes 
courtes  de  la  plage  des  longueurs  d'ondes 
correspondant  a  la  bande  d'arret  concernee 
a  une  tres  faible  intensite  d'entree  dudit 
amplificateur; 

25  ii)  amener  audit  amplificateur  un  courant 
d'excitation  qui  est  inferieur  a  un  courant  de 
seuil  auquel  I'amplificateur  serait  soumis  a 
un  effet  laser  pendant  I'entree  dudit  signal 
optique;  et 

30  iii)  produire  un  signal  de  sortie  audit  passa- 
ge  d'entree/sortie; 

dans  lequel  ladite  limitation  d'intensite  se 
produit  lorsque  ledit  signal  d'entree  atteint, 
pendant  au  moins  une  partie  du  temps,  une 

35  intensite  qui  est  superieure  a  une  intensite  de 
seuil  au  dela  de  laquelle  I'intensite  dudit  signal 
de  sortie  est  independante  ou  sensiblement 
independante  de  I'intensite  du  signal  d'entree. 

40  2.  Un  procede  selon  la  revendication  1,  dans 
lequel  Ie  signal  d'entree  est  un  signal  numeri- 
que  binaire  dont  I'intensite  pour  une  valeur  "1  " 
est  superieure  a  la  valeur  de  seuil. 

45  3.  Un  procede  selon  I'une  ou  I'autre  des  revendi- 
cations  1  ou  2  dans  lesquelles  la  valeur  de 
seuil  est  inferieure  a  100  uW. 

4.  Un  procede  selon  la  revendication  3,  dans 
50  lequel  la  valeur  de  seuil  est  inferieure  a  40 

U.W. 

5.  Un  procede  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  reven- 
dications  precedentes  dans  lequel  I'amplifica- 

55  teur  comprend,  en  vue  d'une  retroaction  repar- 
tie,  un  reseau  dont  la  periode  est  d'un  troisie- 
me  ordre  ou  moins  par  reference  a  la  longueur 
d'onde  du  signal  d'entree. 

6 
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6.  Un  procede  de  filtrage  du  bruit  comprenant  un 
procede  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendi- 
cations  1  a  5. 

7.  L'utilisation  d'un  amplificateur  laser  a  semi-  5 
conducteur,  a  retroaction  repartie,  comme  dis- 
positif  de  limitation  d'intensite  d'un  signal  opti- 
que  dans  un  equipement  de  communications 
electroniques,  ledit  amplificateur  comprenant 
un  passage  d'entree/de  signal  optique  a  I'une  10 
de  ses  extremites  de  fagon  a  fonctionner  en 
reflexion,  et  comprenant  un  moyen  d'amenee 
d'un  courant  d'excitation  a  un  niveau  inferieur 
au  seuil  d'effet  laser  de  I'amplificateur  en  utili- 
sation,  la  longueur  d'onde  d'un  signal  optique  is 
d'entree  dont  I'intensite  doit  etre  limitee  etant 
desaccordee,  par  rapport  a  une  longueur  d'on- 
de  a  laquelle  I'amplificateur  montre  un  pic  de 
I'amplitude  de  son  signal  de  sortie,  de  fagon  a 
etre  situee  sur  Ie  cote  des  courtes  longueurs  20 
d'ondes  de  la  plage  des  longueurs  d'ondes 
correspondant  a  la  bande  d'arret  concernee  a 
une  faible  intensite  d'entree  pour  ledit  amplifi- 
cateur,  ladite  limitation  d'intensite  se  produi- 
sant  lorsque  I'intensite  dudit  signal  d'entree  25 
depasse  une  intensite  de  seuil  au  dessus  de 
laquelle  I'intensite  dudit  signal  de  sortie  est 
independante  ou  sensiblement  independante 
de  I'intensite  du  signal  d'entree. 
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